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A B S T R A C T

Satellite operators struggle to communicate with their satellites over Europe in the UHF amateur band (430–
440 MHz) due to high power in-orbit interference. Statistical characterisation of the interference beyond
average interference levels using in-orbit measurements is useful for the design of suitable countermeasures.
Some recent studies have started to investigate both the frequency and time behaviour of the interference,
but more measurements are needed to cover the whole UHF amateur band. In this paper, we use the Local
Mean Envelope (LME) method to analyse the time and frequency characteristics of in-orbit radio interference
from the LUME-1 satellite, measured in the 437 MHz band. Satellite measurements were performed on a
TOTEM Software-Defined Radio (SDR), in orbit over Europe and Antarctica and the results were downloaded
for analysis on the ground. The average power spectrum and the variability of the LME for different time
windows in the 437 MHz band are presented. The data analysis also includes the coefficient of variation
of the LME to study the dispersion of the interference. The results are compared to previous measurements
in the 435 MHz band using the same method. The new results are found to differ compared with previous
measurements on the 435 MHz band. The bandwidth of the band-limited signals measured at 435 MHz was
found to be 300 kHz, and at 437 MHz, 200 kHz wide for this dataset. Also, the interference power was found
to be higher for 437 MHz. In both cases the interference behaviour is highly non-Gaussian, suggesting that
typical communication countermeasures will not be sufficient. Although more measurements are needed for
better spatial resolution, our findings may contribute to explaining why satellite operations are difficult on
these bands. A better knowledge of the time and frequency variability of the interference can indicate which
mitigation techniques are required and are efficient to improve satellite communication in that band.
1. Introduction

The 400–500 MHz UHF band encompasses several bands used for
satellite communications, such as the 401–403 MHz Earth Exploration
Satellite Service (EESS) or the amateur band from 435 to 438 MHz.
The amateur radio band has been a popular choice for university small
satellite missions [1] for more than 20 years. However, not all of
those missions follow the correct procedure and apply for frequency
allocation from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [2]
properly. This situation, combined with the operations challenges due
to poor uplink communication experienced by past and current satellite
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mission operators [3–6], motivates in-orbit radio measurements to
better map the interference environment.

Spectrum monitoring applications and interference analysis have
been promoted by the European Space Agency (ESA) in different
projects [7–10]. In addition, space spectrum monitoring has become
a popular business case for several companies, such as Aurora In-
sight [11], Umbra [12], HawkEye 360 [13], Kleos Space [14] and
Horizon Technologies (Amber) [15].

With a better understanding of the interference environment and the
characteristics of the interference, more resilient radio systems can be
designed. Since some interference sources cannot be inhibited, satellite
vailable online 12 August 2023
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Acronyms/Abbreviations

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise.
CV coefficient of variation.
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform.
ECDF Empirical Cumulative Density Function.
ESA European Space Agency.
IQ In-Phase and Quadrature.
ISS International Space Station.
ITU International Telecommunication Union.
LME Local Mean Envelope.
NTNU Norwegian University of Science and Technol-

ogy.
SDR Software-Defined Radio.
TU Berlin Technische Universität Berlin.
UVigo University of Vigo.

perators need to learn how to co-exist with the interference and how
atellite communication systems can be improved.

In this paper, we present new in-orbit results from measurement
ampaigns carried out in February and June 2022 as well as in Febru-
ry 2023 with the LUME-1 satellite. The centre frequency is set to
37.28 MHz to cover the LUME-1 operations frequency [16] and the
elfieSat frequency [17]. We also compare the new 170 results with
he previous measurements over the same area performed from De-
ember 2020 to June 2021 centred at 435 MHz. Furthermore, some
easurements over the Antarctic were performed in the 437 MHz band

n February 2023 to obtain a noise floor reference.
The following subsection summarises the state-of-the-art of in-orbit

nterference measurements. In Section 2, the LUME-1 satellite is in-
roduced, the measurement algorithm applied is briefly explained and
he measurement campaigns are described. The results are explained
nd discussed in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
ection 4.

.1. Related work

The Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin), the University of
igo (UVigo) and the University of Würzburg have performed radio
pectrum measurements after experiencing difficulties operating their
wn satellites [3,4,6]. TU Berlin and UVigo encountered problems op-
rating their satellites LAPAN-TUBSAT and HumSat-D in 2013. UVigo
etected strong pulsed interference inhibiting their communications
ith HumSat-D. Furthermore, University of Würzburg measured high-
ower interference over central Europe using the UWE-3 satellite. TU
erlin continued performing interference measurements by installing a
oftware-Defined Radio (SDR) in the International Space Station (ISS)
or spectrum monitoring in 2019 and launching the SALSAT satellite
ne year later [18].

Most of the published results on interference measurements from
mall satellites in the UHF band focus on the average interference
ower over a certain measurement duration [6] and do not consider
he time structure of the interference. Heatmaps have been a traditional
ay of showing the average power of interference [4,6], but they do
ot show the time variability or dispersion of the interference. In this
aper, both the time and frequency characteristics of the interference
re analysed.

. Material and methods

In the following subsections, the measurement and analysis methods
re explained.
625
Fig. 1. Measurements tracks centred over Europe. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

2.1. LUME-1

The LUME-1 is a 2U CubeSat developed by UVigo (Spain) that was
launched into a polar orbit in 2018. The mission for LUME-1 was to
detect and monitor forest fires for the Fire RS European project [19].
Since that mission ended in June 2019, the satellite was available for
other research. The Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) is collaborating with UVigo, and thus, uses the satellite for in-
orbit radio measurements. The satellite measurements are performed
with the SDR connected to a turnstile antenna on-board LUME-1 with
near omni-directional antenna pattern. The satellite is tumbling and
the exact footprint is thus difficult to determine. This will cause minor
power fluctuations in the measurements that are not easily identifiable
and have not been considered in this paper. The frequency band of
the SDR is the UHF amateur radio band ranging from 435 MHz to
438 MHz. The measurements discussed in this article have been centred
at 437.28 MHz. Both the uplink and the downlink throughput are
limited for LUME-1. The estimated net downlink data rate is about
1 kbps, and 200 bps for the uplink. Both links are available for around
5 min a day. The uplink is severely affected by the interference we
measure in this paper. Raw measurements of the RF spectrum generate
a vast amount of data depending on selected bandwidth, sampling rate
and, measurement duration. Due to downlink throughput constraints,
the analysis algorithm used onboard must generate a very small data
volume, resulting in about 40 kB for a set of ten individual mea-
surements of five seconds each. Onboard processing was performed to
achieve this.

2.2. Analysis algorithm

To overcome the limitations of the data throughput and still analyse
both the time and frequency characteristics of the interference, the
Local Mean Envelope (LME) algorithm was designed [20]. The LME
measures the variability over the measurement between local mean
envelopes for different averaging window sizes in a region. It measures
how long time averages are needed to obtain local means that are
close to the ergodic mean, estimated as the mean in that region.
The local mean envelopes for non-overlapping widows are considered
as stochastic variables. The first and second-order moments for this
process will depend on the length of the averaging window and the
time variability and distribution of the measured signal. When the
length of the averaging windows increases, the local mean envelope
will approach the mean envelope in that region. The measured signal
is considered to be stationary in the mean (first-order stationarity) for
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Fig. 2. Measurements tracks over the Antarctic.

time intervals long enough to obtain local means that does not vary
significantly in that region.

The LME algorithm is implemented on the In-Phase and Quadrature
(IQ) samples acquired by the SDR and continuous Discrete Fourier
Transforms (DFTs) are applied with no overlap during the measurement
period. The overall mean and the average power of each frequency
bin are calculated. The average power in a region can be used to plot
heatmaps. Furthermore, the local mean envelope for time windows of
different lengths for every frequency bin allows for time variability
analysis. The first-order stationarity window can be estimated using the
CV, defined as the ratio between standard deviation of the envelope
and the mean envelope. A high CV indicates a disperse envelope. A
continuous constant envelop signal has a CV of zero, whereas a complex
Gaussian noise has an envelope CV of roughly 0.52. High CV can be
obtained from disperse signals as e.g. square pulsed signals with low
duty cycles. Here, a duty cycle of 10% results in a CV of 3 and 1% in
a CV close to 10.

2.3. Measurement campaigns

The areas of interest considered in this paper are parts of Europe,
with a particular focus on Vigo (Spain) and Trondheim (Norway), in
addition to Antarctica for low interference (also referred to as noise
floor) reference measurements. Three measurement campaigns were
performed during 13th–18th February 2022, 25th–27th June 2022
and 1st–3rd February 2023. The satellite ground tracks during mea-
surements over Europe are shown in Fig. 1. The blue tracks are the
new measurements centred at 437.28 MHz (February–June 2022 and
February 2023) and the red tracks belong to the measurements centred
at 435 MHz (spring 2021) and analysed in [20]. Ground tracks for
Antarctica are shown in Fig. 2. In both cases, each circle represents
one individual measurement that lasts for five seconds.

The configuration of the measurements is shown in Table 2 and the
start time of each pass (UTC) is given in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

To get an overview of the frequency and time variability of the
interference, the percentiles of the average power spectra and the coef-
ficient of variation are shown in Fig. 3 for both centre frequencies. The
power spectra are averaged over 5 s and in every pass, the individual
measurements are occurring every minute. The absolute power values
have not been calibrated so the numbers shown are relative values.
The CV is defined in [20] and it gives an indication of the spread in
magnitude.

The 50% (median) and 90% power spectra percentiles are about
7 dB higher in the 437 MHz band as compared to the 435 MHz
band. However, the 10% percentile is 4 dB lower. The cause for the
asymmetry is not known yet and more measurements are desirable.
626
Table 1
UTC times for each pass.

Index Date Start time (UTC)

577 2022–02–13 23:28
588 2022–02–17 10:21
589 2022–02–17 23:20
597 2022–02–14 08:34
600 2022–02–14 22:56
602 2022–02–15 08:09
605 2022–02–15 22:31
607 2022–02–16 07:44
609 2022–02–16 22:06
616 2022–02–18 08:27
619 2022–02–18 22:49
624 2022–06–25 23:09
626 2022–06–26 22:42
629 2022–06–27 22:14
645 2022–06–27 09:21
657 2023–02–01 21:50
668 2023–02–03 23:49
690 2023–02–02 18:53
691 2023–02–02 20:26
699 2023–02–03 16:46
700 2023–02–03 18:19

Table 2
Measurement configuration.

Parameter Value

Centre frequency (MHz) 437.28
Bandwidth (kHz) 500a

Number of frequency bins 128
Frequency resolution (kHz/bin) 4.8

aThe bandwidth was configured to 200 kHz but the 3 dB
bandwidth is larger [20].

A band-limited signal appears in all cases and is in the centre of the
band, except for the 10% percentile at 437.28 MHz. In Fig. 3(a) the
bandwidth of this signal is 300 kHz and in the 50% and 90% percentile
of Fig. 3(b) the bandwidth is 200 kHz. The 300 kHz interference signal
appears in all the percentiles of the 435 MHz measurements.

The coefficient of variation, which measures the spread in the
average envelope, is also higher for the 437.28 MHz case. Within the
SDR bandwidth marked by the vertical black dotted lines, the CV is
higher where the band-limited interference signal can be seen in the
average power spectra plots. High power and high CV indicate that
there are strong signals with a high spread in magnitude. A high CV
is often the result of repeated short bursts of high power [21]. Fig. 3(c)
also shows that the signals measured do not follow an Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) behaviour. Thus, applying countermeasures
and estimating link budgets assuming AWGN will not be useful in this
environment.

The time variability of the north-to-south passes in Europe and the
high north has been analysed in Fig. 4. The average power spectra have
been integrated over the 500 kHz bandwidth and plotted with time.
The measurement tracks are from north-to-south and the time between
measurement points is one minute. The variation of the integrated
power over the bandwidth for the northern passes is shown in Fig. 4(c).
The power values of the different measurements follow a similar trend,
increasing 12 dB as the satellite moves from north to south. The power
levels measured over the high north are similar to the levels in the
southern part of the tracks in Fig. 4(d).

In Fig. 4(d), all the tracks over Western Europe show a similar
tendency in integrated power. The values of the red and blue passes
over Western Europe are more similar since they are closer to each
other. As the tracks move to the east, the power drop is delayed. There
is higher power when the satellite is over central Europe.

To get an overview of the spatial power variation, the measurements
points at 437.28 MHz in Fig. 1 that are between −35◦ to 35◦ in longi-

tude have been divided into regions in Fig. 5(a), similarly to in [20].
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Fig. 3. Time and frequency statistics. A high spread in the average envelope corresponds to a high CV.
The Empirical Cumulative Density Functions (ECDFs) of average power
during each 5 s measurement including all frequency bins within the
bandwidth are shown in Fig. 5(b). The colours of the measurement
points in the map correspond to those in the ECDFs.

The black dotted line in Fig. 5(b) corresponds to the measurements
over the Antarctic. Since the ECDF shows power levels considerably
lower than the rest because the area is less populated, it is considered
the noise floor of the band. It should be noted that there is some activity
in the Antarctic due to research bases, and some of them are within
our measurement footprint for part of a pass (c.f. Fig. 2), but it is clear
from the results that the power levels (c.f. Fig. 5(b)) are much lower
compared to more populated areas.

Regarding the populated areas, about 80% of the measurement
points over 75◦ latitude and those in the southwest corner have power
levels 13 dB lower than in central Europe. The region between 60◦–75◦

as about 5 dB less power than central Europe for 80% of the points.
hese results help explain the difficulties experienced by small satellite
perators from universities located in central Europe, including UVigo
Spain). This university is located in the north-west of Spain where the
nterference power behaviour changes from region 𝑅1 to 𝑅2.

The window of stationarity of the first-order was estimated using the
ME method and the CV for each time window as described in [20]. In
ig. 6, the time variability of the measurements centred at 435 MHz
nd the ones at 437.28 MHz is compared both within the band-limited
ignal bandwidth and outside. For the 435 MHz case, the observed
and-limited signal bandwidth was 300 kHz, and for the 437.28 MHz,
he same parameter was found to be 200 kHz. The percentage of
easurements with a stationarity window longer than 27.3 ms is higher

or the new measurements at 437.28 MHz both within the bandwidth of
he band-limited signal (solid-filled bars) and outside (patterned bars).
t is at almost 70% compared to the 43% (within) and 30% (outside) of
627
the 435 MHz measurements. These results indicate that the interference
has a high time variability and most measurements do not show a
stationary behaviour in windows shorter than 27.3 ms. Thus, to be able
to estimate interference statistics the time window to be used should be
at least longer than 30 ms because there is too much time variability
in lower time scales.

4. Conclusions

We have presented time and frequency measurement results of in-
orbit radio interference from the LUME-1 satellite recorded in 2022
and 2023. The results of 210 individual 500 kHz bandwidth measure-
ments in the 437 MHz band over Europe are compared to previous
measurements in the 435 MHz band, also within the UHF amateur
band.

The average interference power and the spread in envelope were
higher in the 437.28 MHz band than in the 435 MHz band, explaining
the challenges experienced by the small satellite operators. A 200 kHz
band-limited interference signal was detected in the new measurements
centred at 437.28 MHz in contrast with the 300 kHz bandwidth of the
signal at 435 MHz. The interference behaviour is highly non-Gaussian,
so countermeasures, such as error correction codes, and link budgets
that assume AWGN will not be realistic in this band.

Building interference statistics requires many measurements to
gather the long-term time variability. These statistics can be useful in
designing or improving existing satellite communication systems.
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Fig. 4. Integrated power over bandwidth for north–south passes in Europe and the high north centred at 437.28 MHz. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Distribution of average power over Europe and the high north.
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Fig. 6. Stationarity window histogram comparing the measurements centred at
435 MHz and 437.28 MHz. The histogram time window lengths are multiples of one
FFT length.
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